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Abstract— Imagine that one day we can shop to our heart’s
content without pushing heavy shopping cart in wholesale
market or supermarket where there is always a tracking
shopping cart helping us carry what we want to buy by our side.
It seems not ubiquitous now. However, with the advance of
science and technology, it will be a mature product soon. This
paper aims to design and construct a Mecanum wheel tracking
shopping cart applying Ultra-wideband (UWB) tags. Firstly, we
use Mecanum wheels to overcome the narrow aisle of numerous
shelfs in the market. Next, with the Hall encoders on the motors
we can apply PID controller to move with all wheels in the same
speed. Finally, UWB tags are applied to locate the cart’s relative
position and direction for tracking the user.
I.

INTRODUCTION

A common tracking system always uses a camera (machine
vision) [1] or laser scan [2] for high tracking accuracy. The
camera or laser scan detects massive information in short time
and heavy algorithms are used for localization and tracking.
Therefore, a computer is always used to calculate the data
which means that the volume of the tracking robot will be
bulky compared to microcontroller based robot. The accuracy
of ultrasonic based tracking system [3] varies from a few
centimeters to one meter depending on the complexity of the
signal conditioning and processing. In short, the three main
tracking systems all have the disadvantages of being sensitive
disturbances and requiring Line-Of-Sight (LOS) which means
the target needs to be in the sight of sensor without any
obstacle. Because of these drawbacks, we attempt to search
other positioning system to find the better way.
When it comes to outdoor positioning, Global Positioning
System (GPS) will definitely appear in our mind. It can be
seen in many devices from car navigation systems to smart
phone locating systems. Undoubtedly, GPS is still the best
choice for outdoor tracking for its several features described
below. First, low frequency signals which can easily penetrate
medium, let GPS provide a certain precision even during the
bad weather. Second, the GPS can be used across the 98% of
the world lands. Third, GPS don’t need to emit any signals
during positioning, hence it can be used in some specific
applications such as military [4], [5]. Nevertheless, speaking
to indoor positioning, GPS is not available indoor due to that
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its signals can’t be transmitted through obstructions of
building materials.
There are various applications of indoor positioning, for
example : In medical and long-term care we can track patients
lest they leave arbitrarily or miss accidentally. In factory and
warehouse management we can track cranes and lift truck to
avoid unnecessary accident. In airport or train station we can
use a tracking robot to carry our luggage or guide us to the
correct way. Common methods in indoor positioning like
Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), Angle of Arrival
(AOA) and Time of Arrival (TOA) with devices such as Blue
Tooth (BT) [6], Infrared (IR) [7], Radio-frequency
identification (RFID) [8], Wi-Fi [9], ZigBee [10] and
Ultra-wideband (UWB) [11] have gradually been
well-developed techniques. The comparison of the above
mentioned techniques are given in Table I. It can be seen in
Table I that the UWB technique has highest precision and
penetrability.
The goal of this project is to devise a shopping cart with
tracking system which needs high accuracy and high
penetrability to adapt in market. In light of above
considerations, we choose UWB technique for our indoor
tracking system. Mecanum wheel and PID control are applied
to solve the problem of car in cramped market aisle and some
situations which will cause the tracking shopping cart move to
the wrong direction. Finally, we will create a user interface to
combine data which make customers use the system easily.
II. PRELIMINARY
This section introduce some devices and techniques which
will be applied for designing and constructing the tracking
shopping cart. The devices and techniques includes Mecanum
wheel, Hall effect encoder, PID Control and two-way ranging
(TWR).
A. Mecanum Wheel
The Mecanum wheel is an omnidirectional wheel design
for a land-based vehicle to move in any direction. Each roller
on a Mecanum wheel have an axis of rotation at 45° to the
wheel plane and at 45° to the axle line which creates a moving
direction of 45° vector during rotating. By varying the
rotational speed and direction of each Mecanum wheel, the
summation of the force vectors from each of the wheels will
create both linear motions and/or rotations as shown in Fig. 1.
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the Mecanum wheel cart can not
only move forward and back ward but also sway left and right
and spin clockwise and counter clock wise. This is why we
choose Mecanum wheels as the base of the tracking shopping
cart which should be able to move between narrow shelfs.

TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF INDOOR POSITIONING TECHNOLOGIES

can catch either N pole or S pole to output one signal. Taking
Fig. 3 as an example, this Hall sensor can just output 3V when
N pole is induced, thus we can count how many signal (High
voltage of logic signal) per rotation. Furthermore, by setting a
period of time of 1 minute, we can calculate rotation per
minute (rpm). From the blue dotted line in Fig. 3, when the
motor rotate in clockwise, sensor B is at LOW (0V) and
sensor A is rising to HIGH (3V). We can use this
characteristic to determine whether the rotation is clockwise
or counterclockwise. Because Hall encoder just can know how
many turns the motor takes so it’s belong to incremental
encoder compared to absolute encoder like optical encoder.
C. PID Control
Proportional integral derivative (PID) control is a
mechanism to regulate temperature, flow, pressure, speed and
other process variables. The PID control can be represented as
(3)

Figure 1. Moving direction of the Mecanum wheel cart [12]

Figure 2.Conductor with Hall effect

B. Hall Effect Encoder
As shown in Fig. 2, assume there is a rectangular
conductor with length L, width b and height d where a
magnetic flux density B pass through it and direct to +z-axis
The conductor also has a current I point toward +x-axis. The
Lorentz force will create a force FL toward -y-axis by right
hand rule and the electronic will accumulate toward -y-axis,
that is, positive charge carriers will move toward y-axis by
Fleming's right hand rule which create an electric field:
(1)
where q is electric charge and v is charge velocity parallel to
current I. The electric field will cancel the Lorentz force by
attracting electronics to positive charges which cause the
incoming charge pass through the conductor smoothly
without deflection. This is called Hall effect and if we use
voltmeter to measure the voltage difference between width b,
we will get Hall Voltage:
(2)
where nq is charge density. We can find in equation (2) that
Hall Voltage is proportional to magnetic flux density, so we
can utilize this feature to create Hall sensor by amplify the
output voltage (Hall Voltage). There are four types Hall
sensors: unipolar with one output, bipolar with one output,
bipolar with two output and bipolar latch. We choose the
unipolar Hall sensor with one output which means the sensor

where u(t) is the PID control variable, e(t) is the error, Kp is the
proportional gain, Ki is the integral gain, de is the change in
error and dt is the change in time. Because the present error in
PID control is not equal to phychical quantity in real world,
we should apply proportional gain so as to convert the error to
acceptable similar unit. Derivative gain is calculated by
determining the slope of the error over time (change) to
predict possible system behavior in future and thus improve
settling time and stability while minimize this overshoot.
Integral gain accumulates the instantaneous error over time
and gives the cumulated offset that should have been corrected
previously to accelerate the movement of the process and
eliminate steady-state error. Since integral term is
proportional to present error and accumulate past error, if we
don’t limit it’s vaule, it can cause the present value to
overshoot the setpoint value. However, there is incremental
PID algorithm which doesn’t require to limit the integral term.
Output limit should be added, either. Actually, if we sum the
equation (4) and do the iteration to canel e(k-n), the result will
be identical to equation (3).
(4)
where △u(k) is incremental PID control variable, e(k-1) is
previous error value, Kp is proportional gain, Ki is integral
gain and dt is change in time. We can use Ziegler–Nichols
method to find better Kp, Ki and Kd or by Manual tuning to
learn and gain the experience of PID.
D. Two-Way Ranging (TWR)
TWR is a basic concept to calculate the distance between
two objects by determining the time of flight (TOF) of signals
travelling between them.

Figure 3. Magnet and Hall sensor.

(anchor). The Final message communicates the initiator’s
Tround and Treply times to the responder, which calculates the
range to the initiator as equation (6). Although it spends more
time on responding, it reduces error due to clock drift and
frequency drift. Applying equation (5) and the following two
equations:
(6)
(7)
we can calculate distance between initiator (tag) and
responder (anchor) if we presume the speed of radio waves
through air is close to light.

Figure 4. Single-sided two-way ranging (SS-TWR) concept [13].

III. RESEARCH METHOD AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS

(5)

Figure 6 shows the overall structure of UWB tracking
shopping Cart. The DC motors are driven by L298N motor
drivers which are controlled by Arduino UNO. And we have
written PID program on Arduino, so it will check its rpm every
50ms (set by user) from Hall encoder to adjust the motors for
operating in the set velocity. The only thing we should do is to
control the speed and the direction according to the UWB
signals. The reason why we use 4 motor drivers is because
each driver’s maximum power is 25 W and maximum peak
current is 3 A while the power is 11 V. Hence, if we use two
motors on one drivers, it will overheat and shutdown. Arduino
UNO has only one serial communication port and the
Communication protocol is universal asynchronous
receiver-transmitter (UART). Thus, if we want more
communication ports, we can use SoftwareSerial library to
create virtual com ports. Then, we install blue tooth to
communicate with microprocessor in UART on Arduino
while monitoring the rpm of the motors on laptop screen
through serial com port (UART).

Double-sided (DS)-TWR (as shown in Fig.5) is an
augmented way of Single-sided (SS)-TWR by sending a
message from initiator (tag) first. Then responder (anchor)
receives and transmits another message to initiator (tag).
While initiator (tag) receives, it will send back to responder

A. PID Control Car Test
When the car has no PID control, it should output the max
pulse width modulation (PWM) to overcome static friction
force. Therefore, we can’t control the speed. However, after

Figure 5. Double-sided two-way ranging (DS-TWR) concept [13].

The initiator (tag) transmits a radio message to the
responder and records its time of transmission (transmit
timestamp) t1. The responder (anchor) receives the message
and transmits a response (a radio message) back to the initiator
after a particular delay treply (processing signal). The initiator
(tag) then receives this response and records a receive
timestamp t2. This process is depicted in Fig. 4 [13] and since
there is transmission (radio message 1) and receipt (radio
message 2), the TOF should be divided by 2:
.

Figure 6. The overall structure of UWB tracking shopping Cart.

the installation of encoders and writing PID program, with the
characteristic of kinetic friction force smaller than static
friction force, the car not only can decide velocity but also can
speed up or slow down smoothly and quickly. The y-axis in
Fig. 7 is RPM without speed reduction ratio 1/49 and x-axis is
time while green line is set speed, blue and gray line is motor
speed.
B. UWB Ranging Correction
BB-DW1KM (with DWM-1000) is designed for 5V logic
level microcontroller which doesn’t need external level shifter.
When getting this, we do some experiments by using TWR in
Arduino-DW1000 library to collect ranging data. We do 22
times with different tags or anchors. First, we average 22 data
sets to make observation and process easier. However, it can
be seen from Fig. 8 that the measured distance is always
longer than the actual distance. So we put the measured
distance in x-axis and actual distance in y-axis to simulate a
linear equation. In Fig. 9, we can find that the line is far from
ideal but with liner characteristic. So, we decide to use
machine learning of python’s linear regression package to find
correction coefficient. Last, we subtract actual distance from
measured distance with absolute value to get another
perspective on analyzing data as shown in Fig. 10.

Figure 7. The Performance Of Moving Forward While Speeding Up

Figure 8. Measured distances and actual distances.

Figure 9. Distance correction by linear regression.

Figure 10. Error Comparison for different regression models.

At first, linear regression with the degree of 1 make the
error drop down enormously with maximum 12 cm. After that,
we try to use linear regression with the degree of 2 to train the
model. The results let the maximum error decrease to 9 cm,
which is lower than the accuracy written on datasheet.
Considering of overfitting, we don’t train data with the degree
of 3. In Fig. 10, there is a huge gap of 80 cm between the
measured and actual distances. We utilize this feature to fit
piecewise linear regression model with the degree of 1 and
find the maximum error is the same with the linear regression
model with the degree of 2. Observing Figure 9, we find the
three models are all close to the ideal line. However, from Fig.
10, the average error in piecewise model is 2.42 cm which is
lower than the 3.33 cm average error of linear model with the
degree of 2. Therefore, we choose piecewise linear regression
as our correction model. When training the model, we use 0.8
m and 1 m as boundary points.
C. Tracking and Positioning
To begin with, we use a basic indoor positioning system
(IPS) way which takes ranging distance as radius with
position coordinate of center of the circle set by ourselves.
There are zero, one or two intersections when two circles
painted on 2D plane. By solving quadratic equation, we can
obtain the position of the intersections. However it is
strenuous to write a program for solving it. Instead, by
combining triangulation, Pythagorean theorem and similar
triangles we can acquire the position easily. If three circles
intersect at one point, it’s simple to find the position.
Nonetheless, if they have several intersections, we will have to
use some methods like multilateration linear least squares [14]
or calculating any two circles’ intersection and finding the
nearest one. At last, we apply Triangle Center Of Gravity
algorithm [15]. Although it’s indeed precise in IPS, the
precision is poor when target is outside the area formed by
three anchors (see Fig. 11). Our goal is to build tracking
positioning system which is called Flipped Positioning [14].
Accordingly, we use two anchors at head to compute angle by
law of cosines to decide the direction to go (see Fig, 12).
Furthermore, we use back anchor to mark whether the tag is in
front of car or at back. The difference between mode A and B
is mode B will move in any direction while maintaining its
orientation which make it easier to shuttle back and forth in
market. However, the accuray of tracking by applying mode B
is not excellent as applying mode A. Finally, the user interface
is given in the Fig.13.
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Figure 11. The target is outside the area formed by three anchors.
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Figure 13. User interface.
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IV. CONCLUSION
This study has designed and constructed a tracking
shopping cart by applying UWB techniques. In the future, we
can combine some technology such as commodity
identification system and robotic arm, so that we can truly
“buy things with emptied-hand”. We think the tracking system
can be refined and optimized like some details of decision.
Moreover, the car can install ultrasonic to avoid obstacles
which maximizes the merit of high penetrability of UWB i.e.
tracking system can work between a wall.
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